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Welcome to Disneyland

ALFRED

May I Personally Welcome You to Walt
Disney's Disneyland.
Just as you have, I participated in the Disney University
Orientation Program. In fact, it was the very first program
given five months before our premiere opening,
July 17, 1955.
In this guide to your role as a Disneylander, we have
re-emphasized the goals, philosophies and policies which
were established by Walt Disney as his Disneyland Dream
became reality over 25 years ago. You will quickly realize
that our past is much like the present... our original goals
are with us everyday.
And that is why YOU. .. in your role in our Cast... are so
very important. It will take all of us, during our "Second
Quarter Century," to preserve the Disneyland Dream as
the world institution and national treasure it has become.
I'm glad that you are a part of our Cast. You might be
assigned to an On Stage or Backstage role, you may have
both difficult and rewarding experiences, you may be with
us a short time or stay on as I did, for a quarter century.
In any case, you are part of a team which continues a
world-renowned tradition.
I'm certain that you'll find creating happiness for
others in one of the world's most famous places is an
exciting experience.
Welcome to the Second Quarter Century!

Dick Nunis
President, Walt Disney Outdoor Recreation
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''A. word from Walt ... "
-.

Welcome to Disneyland.
To make the dream of Disneyland come true took the combined
skills and talents of hundreds of artisans, carpenters, engineers, scientists and craftsmen.
The dream that they built now becomes your heritage.
It is you who will make Disneyland truly a magic kingdom and a happy place for the millions of guests who
will visit us now and in future years.
In creating happiness for our guests,
we hope that you will find happiness
in your work and in being an important part of Disneyland.
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(A reprint of the original Disneyland
Orientation Handbook of 1955)
©1955 Wall Disney Productions
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At Disneyland, we operate on a first name
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basis. We go about our work in a business-
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like way, but we feel that work can be fun,
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and that we can all be friendly and cheerful while we are doing the things that we
are assigned to do. We believe that every-
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one in our organization is important. We
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soft-pedal job titles, and we feel that one
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activity is just as important as another.
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... We recruit and train every one of our
personnel ... They are there to help people.
The visitors are our guests. It's like running a
fine restaurant. Once you get the policy
going1 it grows.
w lt D.
vra
tsneu
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hen Disneyland opened, our summer
Cast was a mere 600 Hosts and
Hostesses; now it exceeds 8,500.
Then we had 24 attractions; now there are
more than a 100 things to see and do.
Then, a capacity audience was 10,000; now
we can entertain 80,000 guests a day.
There have been many changes, and
there will be many more. And yet, the
realities and basic principles of our
Disneyland life have changed very little over
the years.
The special language developed in 1955
is still used today:
• We don't have customers, we have
guests.
• We are not just employees. We are,
all of us, DISNEYLANDERS ... Hosts
and Hostesses who make our living
giving
happiness to our guests.
·.,
• We don't have rides, we think of them
as attractions.
• We don't have guards, we have
Security Hosts and Hostesses.
• We wear costumes not uniforms, and
draw them from Wardrobe.
• We don't have crowds, we entertain
an audience.
• And ..we work On Stage or Backstage.

W

We are a unique community of people,
and proud of itl We speak many different
technical and show business languages. To
our friends we are special people... because
we work at Disneyland. They expect us to
be experts on the past, present and future
of Disneyland!
We work funny shifts and strange hours.
Working on holidays is often an obligation
for us. And yet, for 50,000 people who may
come here on a holiday, it is a fantasy come
true: a holiday and Disneyland ... all on the
same day!
Of course, the work we do can be tough,
demandirt and frustrating at times, but
your life as a Disneylander remains
unique because it's a great way of finding
happiness by creating happiness for others.
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You will create Happiness
It all adds up to this. At Disneyland each
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of us has the opportunity to find more personal satisfaction for ourselves by providing healthful family entertainment for
others.
You will help parents and children to
share pleasant times together; teachers and
children to discover new vistas of understanding. The young at heart-of all agesfollow their dreams to Disneyland ... the
Magic Kingdom.
You, and all of us who work here, are the
people who will make these dreams of happy
hours come true.
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very individual, every organization,
needs a reason for being. At
Disneyland, our goal is intangible,
but vital: WE CREATE HAPPINESS
FOR OTHERS.
Our reason for being was not and is
not to park cars, sell tickets, serve food,
operate attractions, sweep and clean, maintain facilities, count money ... or do any of
the over 400 important tasks required to
produce the Disneyland Show.
We are here to create happiness.
Happiness means different things to different people. Every day in the media.. or
through letters..our visiting guests tell us
that they found happiness here at
Disneyland.
This magical product of ours is now
famous around the world. It must not
change in our Second Quarter Century.
And, by creating happiness for others, we
have the opportunity to find a true reason
for being in our own lives.

E
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Meet the
King of our Magic Kingdom
"
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The most important person in Disneyland
is a: guest. A guest is a person who enters
Disneyland seeking entertainment.
A guest. may be white, black, brown or
yellow ...
Christian, Jew, Buddhist or Hindu ...
Republican or Democrat ...
Showoff or wallflower, big shot or small ...
Rich or poor, healthy or unhealthy ...
But, from the moment his car turns into
the Disneyland parking area until he leaves,
he is a guest of Disneyland.
How we greet him, how we look, the big
and little things, are all vitally important
to the enjoyment of his day at Disneyland.
A Disneyland guest is to us, a King in
our Magic Kingdom.
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Disneyland is not just !nother amusement park. It's
unique, and I want it Nept that wag.
Walt Disney
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•
ince our opening, Disneyland has
entertained dignitaries from around
the world. We are the place that
presidents and celebrities insist on visiting.
Of course, we are happy to entertain
these famous people, but we consider every
guest a V.I.P., a Very important Person. We
have invited them to visit us. We entertain
them one at a time, with the same consistent courtesy.
All of us awake each day with certain attitudes, prejudices and problems. We are, of
course, individuals and our rights to be so
are part of our American philosophy. But in
order to treat each guest as a V.I.P., we
must leave our own prejudices and problems
outside the Disneyland berm.
You'll find that 99.9% of our guests are
friendly, understanding and wonderful to
entertain. It is easy to serve the happy
.guest. But there are always a few problem
people and these few are merely a challenge
for us.

S

Being the perfect Host or Hostess to
thousands of guests each day is exacting,
professional work. Your role may require
the use of many skills. But your SKILL IN
DEALING WITH PEOPLE IS THE MOST
IMPORTANT ONE.

We don't distinguish between guests.
The rich and the poor, the old and the
young, the dignitary and the average
guest ...receive our V.I.P. treatment.
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Team-work is Essential
Within the Magic Kingdom of Disneyland,
we have representatives from nearly fifty
of the finest organizations in the world. It
is virtually impossible for our guests to
know the difference between a permanent
Disneyland host, a permanent part-time
Disneyland host, and a representative from
one of the many companies who will" be
located here.
In the eyes of the guest, we are all,
.,regardless of Company affiliation, hosts and
hostesses of Disneyland. This means that
all of us must work together to create happy
hours for our guests.
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Everything is a team effort
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Walt Disney
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or over a quarter century, SAFETY
has been the cornerstone of our guest
relations policy. Through the years
we have expanded this policy to what is now
known as the FOUR KEYS TO GUEST
HAPPINESS, the four essential ingredients
of our Show:

F

Safety
Our Disneyland guests become so completely involved with our world of fantasy,
they often don't read signs or follow our
directions. In fact, many of our guests don't
understand English. As a result, it is our
responsibility to provide every safety
measure possible.

Courtesy
Our Disneyland key to courtesy goes
much deeper than wearing a smile button.
We are outgoing, friendly and sincerely
helpful to our guests as well as each other.
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Show
Disneyland is a spectacular Show. We
practice showmanship in everything we do.
Show is reflected in every attraction, on our
stages, in our landscaping, even in the way
we present our food and merchandise.
We're SHOW people, whether we work
Backstage or On Stage.

Capacity
Our guests don't come to Disneyland to

save money. They come to have fun, to buy
popcorn and souvenirs, NOT to wait in line.
We never rush, push or prod, but we work
together,o make the most efficient use of
every facility.

Safety First, Last and Always
At times, \\'e all wi ll be rushed and faced
with dozens of problems which are of vital,
urgent importance.
But, at all times, all of us must remember that the safety, protection and security
of our guests is of vital primary impor-

•

tance. We can never take chances, and \\'e
must prevent our guests from taking unnecessary risks which might result in their
being hurt.
We also should immediately report any
minor hazards which could possibly cause
injury to our guests or ourselves.
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Portrait of a Host and Hostess

~/

A Portrait of a host or hostess at Disneyland, is a portrait of a very special person.
If you work at Disneyland, you automatically become a host or hostess for our guests
from all over the world.
You were selected because we feel that
you can be yourself, and yet accept and carry
out your responsibility for creating happiness for others.
You were selected because we feel that
you are the kind of a person who can pack
up your troubles and prejudices ... and
leave them outside of the Disneyland berm
._when you enter the Magic Kingdom.
You were selected because we feel that
you can accept Disneyland as Your Disneyland, where you are not just an employee ...
but rather a courteous, considerate host.
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Anything that has a Disney name on it is
something we feel responsible for.
Walt Disney
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hat kind of people comprise the
Disneyland Cast? We have become a
happy blend of the young and old,
the experienced and the inexperienced. We
are totally inter-independent.
During the first quarter century we
developed a kind of group personality. Of
course, we have our exceptions. But fundamentally we are:
• People who reach out to each other
in a helpful way.
• People who respect each other,
regardless of the work we do or our
work status.
• People who find fun in the w<*k environment, even though we may have
some rather routine jobs.
• People who have a sense of humor,
a Disney tradition for half a century.
• People who never say, "It's not my
job." Creating happiness is everyone's
job... and responsibility.
It is all a question of pride, togetherness,
and a feeling of belonging. You are that
person behind our friendly portrait.

W
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Try a Smile
When we entertain thousands of people
every hour, it is impossible to chat with
everyone. A smile becomes a form of instant
communications.
We can't achieve our goal of creating
happiness if we have bored or impatient
Disneylanders who put a smog of gloom
over an atmosphere of fun.

And our Disneyland smile isn't a phony,
fixed "grin-and-bear-it" type of thing. It is a
sincere expression of thanks to the guest
who pays our wages.

A Smiling Phrase
The second technique which has made
Disneyland the happiest and friendliest
place on earth is the use of courtesy terms,
or what we call, "smiling phrases."
Aren't you more easily persuaded to do
something if you are asked with a friendly
phrase such as, "Please" or "Thank you"?
These are phrases which soften all dealings
with others, and are basic to the Disney
vocabulary.
There is an old phrase in show business.
"A happy show requires a happy crew." So
join us in using these two techniques: a
friendly smile and a smiling phrase.

The Disneyland Look
*
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There is an outside-in approach to the way
we feel and act as hosts and hostesses. We
feel better when we look our best. Here are
a few simple rules of personal appearance
that we all know. As a reminder ...
Cosmetics should emphasize naturalness .
Use only conservative nail polish and avoid
heavily scented perfumes.
Hair should be neat and well groomed .
Hands and nails should be clean and well
kept .
If you wear a costume furnished by Disneyland, it must be clean and fresh at all
times .
Shoes should be shined and heels straight.
The host should have a fresh shave and
a neat haircut-both essentials of good
grooming.
Our Disneyland look should emphasize
our natural good qualities, and our habits
of neatness and cleanliness.

8
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To keep an operation like Disneyland going you have to pour it
in there. It's what I call "Keeping the Show on the road." Not
Just new attractions, but keeping it staffed properly... you know,
never letting your personnel get sloppy... never let them be unfriendly. That's been our policy all our lives. My brother and I
have done that and that is what has built our organization.

Walt Disney
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hen Disneyland first opened, it was
our policy not to hire anyone who
had worked in an old-time amusement park. Those people had a reputation
for being dirty and poorly groomed.
Our Disney Studio Wardrobe Specialists
had created costumes which were themed
for each land or attraction. And so it
was .. and is.. essential that the Host or
Hostess who wore the costume presented a
neat and well-groomed appearance.
As a result, the Disneyland Look became
world famous and established a trend for
many other enterprises.
Preserving this image has not been easy.
Hair and clothing styles have changed
radically from year to year. Right now, as
you read this, there is probably some new
grooming trend emerging. And we all feel
pressure to conform to contemporary
standards.
But Disneyland is NOT contemporary. It
is yesterday, tomorrow and fantasy. And our
costumes and appearance must fit those
themes.

W

Walt Disney was well aware that the overall
appearance of our Hosts and Hostesses
would be an essential part of the guest experience. He didn't want the ever-changing
fashion and grooming trends of the outside
world to affect the special atmosphere of
Disneyland. And so, he established the standards for the Disneyland Look which still
apply today...and have become known and
respected around the world.

Disneyland Taboos
.

.

Just as every land has certain taboos, we
have ours at Disneyland. A taboo is something that is never done under any circumstances. Our taboos are few, but we must
all abide by them at all times.
One taboo prohibits drinking by hosts
and hostesses within Disneyland, or having
the odor of liquor on your breath while at
work.
Smoking, drinking of coffee or other beverages, or eating while at our work station
is also taboo at any time.
Loud or profane language used within
the hearing of guests is prohibited.
Gambling, fighting, or arguing in loud
tones also ruin the magic of a Magic Kingdom and are taboo at all times.
Remember ... these taboos apply to all
of us, at all times. A taboo means there is
no second chance.

1~
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When I started on Disneyland, my wife used
to say, "But why do you want to build an
amusement park? They're so dirty." I told
her that was just the point - mine wouldn't be.
Walt Disney
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...Are .Still Important
T
hrough our experience with
thousands of Disneylanders, we have
adopted the following approach: We
treat you as responsible, mature adults.
We take it for granted that you aren't
going to come to work after downing a six
pack of beer, or some equivalent.
We try to explain that Disneyland, as is
the case with all branches of show business,
is a demanding way of earning a living.
We anticipate you'll practice selfimposed responsibility, rather than having it
imposed by others.
Presenteeism and punctuality are totally
different from absenteeism and tardiness.
Regardless of the reason, if you aren't with
your working team as scheduled, you are
loading down others with your responsibility.
We understand if you are truly sick... But
if you have too many colds, or too many
flat, tires, or too many weddings to attend,
particularly when the surf is up or the snow
is down, that's NOT responsible.
Personal problems seem to confront us
all. We're the kind of people who reach out
and help each other. But we never take out
our problems and frustrations on the
Disneyland guests, or fellow Disneylanders.
Most of our Disneyland taboos have
become an essential part of our Disneyland
traditions.
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Questions you will be Asked
A guest in Disneyland for the first time is
a stranger in a new world. Things that seem
obvious or unimportant to us, may be of
primary importance to a stranger. Here are
some questions that the new guest may have
on his mind ...

.

Where is the restroom?
Where is a telephone?
Where can I sit down?
What if my children get lost?
What if I lost my Mother and Daddy?
Where may I heat the Baby's bottle?
Where may I nurse the Baby?
What if I should get sick?

Always remember to treat any question
as if it were the most important thing in
the world ... which it is to the person asking it.
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Disneyland is a show.

Walt Disney
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I feel there is no door which, with
the kind of talent we have in our
organization, could not be opened,
and we hope we can continue to
unlock these barriers as long as

are leaders in pioneerin ne
dimensions in family

...
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Disneyland will never be completed as long as there is
imagination left in the world.
Walt Disney

n July 17, 1955, Walt Disney promised
that Disneyland would never be completed. His promise was exemplified
during our first quarter century of physical
growth, and in our Disneyland techniques of
creating happiness.
And now, one of the questions you will
be asked by guests and friends is, "Do you
have room for expansion?"
Yes, we have both the land and the
creative spirit. Many projects are already on
the drawing boards and in the minds of our
Disney "Imagineers."
You will fast become a part of an exciting new era as we open the doors to the
future.
Those of us now at Disneyland
rededicate ourselves to an ever-changing
future, a vital ingredient of Walt Disney's
Dream.
Now that we have been recognized as a
world institution, we must find new ways of
developing our guest relations. It is both a
challenge and an increased responsibility for
all of us.
We will continue to make a job at
Disneyland a professional and respected
reer.
If the world becomes more troubled, or
merely remains as troubled as it now is, we
must be dedicated to keeping our national
treasure - our Disneyland - the friendly and
happy place it is.
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